A Network of Assistive Technology for an Independent and Functional Life

**AIM**: provide effective technological solutions to the growing needs of independency and autonomy of elderly and people with impairments
Telling you more about...

VITECO
elarning solutions

• Software house
• EU and national projects
• Assisted living technologies
Project idea

General Objective: to improve the quality of life of elderly and people with minor mobility impairments (at risk of fall), addressing their needs of living autonomously their domestic environments (indoor/outdoor), by:

a) performing networking actions and enabling services in favor of enterprises.

b) strengthening two Research Centers, in Catania and Malta

c) developing disruptive innovative research in the field of assistive technologies

d) realizing two Pilot Demo Sites
The future of the project

Possible Idea:

**E-HEALTH DOMUS**

Switch from a healthcare living hub to a monitored home environment *(integrated ecosystem of technologies)* through sensors and home automation

TARGET GROUPS:

- Elderly
- Disabled

Looking for

1. Universities
2. Research Centers
3. Companies and Associations in the fields of:
   - Assistive Technology
   - Sensor Technology
   - Digital Technologies for eHealth
   - ICT (domotics, virtual reality, augmented reality, artificial intelligence and data monitoring)
   - NGOs, entities dealing with elders and disabilities
4. Health-care Entities